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Abstract

The GPS has empowered billions of users and various critical infrastructures with its positioning and time services. However, GPS spoofing attacks also become a growing threat to GPS-dependent systems. Existing detection methods either require expensive hardware modifications to current GPS devices or lack the basic robustness against sophisticated attacks, hurting their adoption and usage in practice.

In this paper, we propose a novel GPS spoofing detection framework that works with off-the-shelf GPS chipsets. Our basic idea is to rotate a one-side-blocked GPS receiver to derive the angle-of-arrival (AoAs) of received signals and compare them with the GPS constellation (consists of tens of GPS satellites). We first demonstrate the effectiveness of this idea by implementing a smartphone prototype and evaluating it against a real spoofer in various field experiments (in both open air and urban canyon environments). Our method achieves a high accuracy (95%–100%) in 5 seconds. Then we implement an adaptive attack, assuming the attacker becomes aware of our defense method and actively modulates the spoofing signals accordingly. We study this adaptive attack and propose enhancement methods (using the rotation speed as the “secret key”) to fortify the defense. Further experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the enhanced defense.

1 Introduction

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based system that provides geolocation and time information to GPS receivers anywhere on or near the Earth [5]. In addition to military usage, GPS also supports a wide range of civilian applications that require positioning services such as vehicle navigation, drone/boat operation, cargo tracking, and farm automation. Critical infrastructures such as cellular networks, financial systems, and power grids also rely on civilian GPS’s time service to obtain globally synchronized time information.

Unfortunately, civilian GPS is known to be vulnerable to spoofing attacks [50, 53]. Adversaries can generate and transmit falsified GPS signals to take control of the victim’s GPS device, producing the wrong location and time information to affect the dependent systems. Existing works have demonstrated GPS spoofing attacks in various applications, including diverting a luxury yacht from Monaco to Greece [1, 6], attacking the road navigation system [31, 56], and manipulating sensor-fusion algorithms on self-driving cars [44].

In recent years, there is a growing concern about GPS spoofing threat, considering the increasing number of devices (e.g., IoT devices, robots, autonomous vehicles) that are equipped with GPS sensors. Meanwhile, the software and hardware tools needed to launch the attack are becoming increasingly accessible. For example, software-defined radio platforms [10] have significantly reduced the cost of generating GPS signals. Recent studies show that a portable and programmable spoofer only costs about $200 [26, 56].

GPS Spoofing Defense. To address the threat of GPS spoofing, various solutions are proposed. Unfortunately, few are adopted in practice. Existing techniques either require significant modifications to the current GPS devices or need specialized hardware (i.e., high deployment cost), or are not robust against sophisticated attackers. For example, one solution is to introduce encryption and authentication mechanisms to civilian GPS [16, 42]. However, the estimated cost can be multi-billion dollars given the need to modify the satellites and existing GPS receivers. Alternatively, researchers have proposed to collect advanced measurement data about GPS signals to detect anomalies [25, 39, 40]. Due to the need for special hardware (e.g., antenna-array), these methods can only be realized on software-defined radio platforms or a limited set of GPS receivers equipped with enhanced chipsets.

To reduce the cost, other software-based methods aim to detect sudden changes of the GPS signals [14]. However, recent works show that advanced attackers can use a
“smooth-takeover” method to avoid sudden signal changes during spoofing [14, 56]. Researchers also propose to cross-check GPS signals with other information sources such as WiFi/Cellular access points, and other Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as Galileo and GLONASS [13]. The problem is these alternative information channels can also be manipulated [47], and the ground infrastructures such as cellular towers are not dense enough for cross-validation.

**Our Proposal.** In this paper, we investigate new anti-spoofing techniques aiming to achieve both high robustness and low cost. We propose software-based methods to detect spoofing attacks that work for off-the-shelf GPS chipsets. The key idea is to measure and analyze GPS signals to derive the angle-of-arrival (AoA), based on the intuitions that attackers cannot (easily) emulate the physical angle-of-arrival of GPS signals from tens of GPS satellites around Earth simultaneously. Unlike traditional methods to derive AoA (which require expensive hardware such as large antenna-arrays [8, 25, 40]), our idea is to place a signal-blocking shield on one side of the GPS receiver while rotating the GPS receiver with the shield. Experimentally, we show that the physical rotation could simulate the effect of a directional antenna to estimate AoA for spoofing detection.

Based on these ideas, we first design defense methods by deriving and analyzing the AoAs across different GPS satellites. These methods are experimentally validated to be effective against basic attackers who are not aware of the presence of the defense. To explore to what extent the adaptive attackers can mimic the legitimate GPS signals when they are aware of our defenses, we further implemented an adaptive attack. We find that adaptive attackers can modulate the spoofing signals to eliminate many of the AoA artifacts. However, this adaptation is highly dependent on key information about the victim GPS device such as the rotation speed and the facing angle. Based on this observation, we then develop advanced defense methods by using the rotation speed and the facing angle as the “secret key”. Fundamentally, the defender has full control of the rotation speed and can even change it in real-time. This makes the defense more robust because (1) the attacker has low visibility of the receiver’s precise rotation speed and real-time facing angle, and (2) it is extremely difficult to adapt the spoofing modulation in real-time.

**Implementation and Evaluation.** We implemented our defense methods in a smartphone app. For the evaluation, we also built a programmable GPS spoofer using software-defined radios which supported both the basic attack and the adaptive attack. We performed real-world experiments with the spoofer and the prototype mobile app while complying with ethical and legal guidelines (see Section 6.2). We tested human body and metal sheet as the signal blocking materials (for different deployment scenarios), and confirmed that both materials are effective. Our experiments showed that the defense methods could detect the basic spoofing attacks with 100% accuracy within 5 seconds in “open air” and 20 seconds in “urban canyon”, respectively. Against adaptive attackers, our advanced methods also demonstrated effectiveness (with slightly longer detection time) with detection accuracy of 95% in “open air” and 80% in “urban canyon”.

**Contributions:** We make the following contributions:

- First, we proposed a new method for GPS spoofing detection that works on off-the-shelf GPS chipsets. The method leverages the idea of rotation and partial blocking to emulate the function of a directional antenna to facilitate spoofing detection.
- Second, we explored both basic attacks and adaptive attacks (i.e., adversaries are aware of our defense), and introduced additional measures to fortify the defense.
- Third, we implemented proposed methods (as a mobile app) and the adaptive attacks (using software-defined radios). Field experiments were conducted under various conditions to validate the effectiveness of our defenses.

To facilitate future research, we release code of our defense prototypes and analytical tools.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 GPS Spoofing Attack

GPS is one of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). Today’s GPS contains 31 satellites in medium Earth orbit, each equipped with a synchronized atomic clock. The satellites continuously broadcast GPS information using Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code on the L1 band at 1575.42 MHz and encrypted precision (P/Y) code on the L2 band at 1227.60 MHz with 50 bps data rate. The GPS receiver can use the received information to calculate its own longitude, latitude, and altitude. Note that only authorized U.S. military receivers can use the P(Y) code. Civilian receivers can only get access to C/A code which is not encrypted.

**Civilian GPS equipment** is known to be vulnerable to spoofing attacks [24, 53]. In a spoofing attack, the attacker first lures the victim GPS receiver to migrate from the legitimate signal to the spoofing signal. This takeover phase can be either “brute-forced” or “smooth”. In a brute-force attack, the false signals are transmitted at high power, causing the victim to lose track of the satellites and locking onto the stronger spoofing signals during the signal reacquisition process. Brute-force takeover is easy to implement but will cause abnormal jumps in the received signal strength or the computed clocks. In comparison, a smooth takeover is more stealthy. It begins by transmitting signals synchronized with the legitimate signals and then gradually overpowering the
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Figure 1: A comparison with existing anti-spoofing methods.

legitimate signals to cause the migration. Smooth takeover requires specialized hardware to perform real-time tracking and synchronization with the legitimate signals, which is more costly [18, 33]. Once the receiver locks on the spoofing signal, the attacker can manipulate the GPS receiver by either shifting the signals’ arrival time or modifying the navigation messages [33, 34, 37].

Existing works have demonstrated GPS spoofing attacks in various applications. Examples include diverting a luxury yacht from Monaco to Greece [1, 6], misleading road navigation systems [31, 56], and manipulating sensor-fusion algorithms on self-driving cars [44]. In addition to location spoofing, the timing service provided by GPS is also vulnerable. For instance, in 2012, a single GPS spoofer manipulated timestamps of Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) in power grids [45]. In 2008, the London Stock Exchange lost 10 min of timing information due to a GPS jamming attack [53].

2.2 Existing Anti-spoofing Methods

We use Figure 1 to discuss existing GPS anti-spoofing methods from two dimensions: the cost of modifying existing software and hardware stacks in GPS equipment, and the robustness in detecting attacks.

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring. Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is designed for integrity checks on GPS signals. It handles non-adversarial errors caused by natural signal propagation disturbance such as ionospheric dispersion. However, RAIM cannot detect advanced GPS attacks (e.g., smooth takeover attacks) [37].

Checking Additional Info Sources. Researchers have proposed to cross-check GPS readings with additional information sources including Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) [9, 17, 48] and Inertial Navigation System (INS) [49]. However, IMU and INS systems suffer from significant drift and deviation errors [7, 54] and hence are ineffective in detecting spoofing attacks that gradually deviate from true locations.

Other works propose to check external information offered by wireless infrastructures such as Network Time Protocol [12], Precision Time Protocol, WiFi, Cellular, Bluetooth, Bands of GPS L2 or L1 P(Y) [35], and other GNSS systems (Galileo, Beidou, GLONASS) [13]. However, not all the chipsets on commodity devices (e.g., smartphones) can receive multi-source information. Also, advanced adversaries can still launch attacks on these wireless channels to alter the location/timing information or simply jam channels [45–47]. For instance, for cross-constellation comparison based methods, multi-frequency, multi-constellation spoofer can overcome their defenses. Such spoofer can be realized in low-cost SDR [13] and are also commercialized [3]. Finally, many of these methods also require a dense deployment of the wireless infrastructures on the ground, which limits their coverage and usability in practice (e.g., in rural areas).

Recent works propose specialized defenses for aircraft (or a group of coordinated aerial vehicles) by cross-checking the satellite imagery [55] or checking with other peers in the group [21, 22]. These methods are specialized for (and thus limited to) aircraft and/or multi-receivers.

Signal-processing-based Defenses. This line of defense aims to extract features from real and spoofed signals to detect spoofing. For example, one direction is to detect overpowered spoofing signals by examining Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and Carrier-to-Noise-Density (C/N0) measurements [28, 41]. The Auxiliary peak tracking method tracks all GPS signals in the environment to detect incoherence between spoofed and legitimate signals [39]. The fingerprinting method [11] detects fingerprint differences between legitimate signals and spoofing signals.

While these approaches only need a single antenna, they must access low-level hardware information that is not traditionally accessible through software in GPS receivers. As such, these methods can only be realized on software-defined radio platforms or a limited set of GPS receivers equipped with enhanced GNSS chipsets (i.e., not widely deployable).

AoA-based Defenses. Angle of Arrival (AoA) based defenses leverage multi-receiver or specialized antennas (e.g., arrays, dual-polarization) to estimate the direction of GPS signals. These methods detect spoofing attacks by identifying abnormal AoA estimations [8, 25, 29, 40] or abnormal carrier phase changes during motion [38]. AoA is recognized as a robust defense method [30], but the high costs of specialized hardware become the barrier to their adoption in practice. For example, specialized lab-built antennas (such as GALANT [27] and Stanford PCB Dual Polarization Antenna [19, 25]) are not readily available. Similarly, the method described in [38] also requires special hardware (i.e., USRP and a patch antenna) to access highly accurate phase information. Thus, it is not supported by most off-the-shelf GPS chips. Commercial phased antenna arrays (with GPS band) could cost thousands or tens of thousands of dollars [4].

Cryptography-based Defenses. Crypto-based solution is to introduce encryption and authentication schemes to civilian GPS [16, 42, 52]. However, this is also the most costly approach (estimated cost of multi-billion dollars) since it demands changes in both the satellites and existing GPS receivers. More importantly, this approach is not backward-compatible with existing billions of GPS chipsets.
Our Method. We seek to design spoofing detection methods for GPS devices with off-the-shelf chipsets. The goal is to strike the balance between cost and robustness.

3 Threat Model

Before describing our defense methods, we first introduce the threat model. The goal of the attacker is to stealthily manipulate the location computation of a target GPS receiver (victim) by generating spoofing GPS signals. We assume the attacker owns a powerful state-of-the-art spoofer that can launch "smooth takeover" without causing anomalies during the takeover phase. Like most spoofing attacks, we assume the attacker has no physical access to the GPS receiver and cannot impose any physical alteration, hardware mounting, configuration change, or malware installation on the victim device. The attack can only be launched remotely by transmitting wireless signals on the GPS channel.

In this paper, we assume that the attacker uses a single spoofer to generate GPS signals for practical reasons. While multiple spoofers can generate signals from different angles, these spoofers will require specialized hardware to facilitate precise coordination [18]. Otherwise, the spoofing signals can be easily exposed due to a lack of synchronization. Increasing the number of spoofers will also make it harder to conceal the physical presence of the spoofers. While a multi-spoofer coordination attack is theoretically possible, we do not consider this setup in this paper.

Under this threat model, we consider two types of attacks.

- **Basic Attack:** We assume that the attacker is not aware of the presence of any defense method when launching the attack. We will design and evaluate our defense methods against this basic attack in Section 4, 5 and 6.

- **Adaptive Attack:** We assume the attacker is aware of our defense methods and tries to bypass them. We will describe the details of this adaptive attack in Section 7, and our designs to harden the detection methods in Section 8. Evaluation is presented in Section 9.

4 GPS Spoofing Detection: Design Intuitions

We start by describing the key intuitions behind our defense methods. Among the defense methods shown in Figure 1, the Angle of Arrival (AoA) method is widely considered as a robust way to detect spoofed signals [37]. However, AoA measurement requires specialized hardware (e.g., antenna arrays) which incurs a high cost. Our idea is to conduct AoA measurements with off-the-shelf chipsets that are widely available on GPS devices such as smartphones. These chipsets usually only have an omnidirectional GPS antenna, making it challenging to derive AoA directly.

**Rotational Blockage Effect.** We solve the above problem based on an intuitive idea. Given a GPS receiver, if we place a signal-blocking material close to one side of the receiver, it in effect turns the receiver from omnidirectional to directional. An example radiation pattern is shown in Figure 21 in the Appendix. Considering the frequency bands of GPS signals (1.1 GHz ~1.6 GHz), it is easy to find signal blocking materials. For example, human body, a piece of foil paper, a metal plate, or a tin can are all qualified blocking materials.

If we rotate the GPS receiver along with the blocking material, the received signal strength will fluctuate during the rotation process due to the different receiver gains at different signal arrival angles. The fluctuation patterns provide information regarding the AoA of the GPS signal.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of such a rotation mechanism. A person holds a smartphone (i.e., GPS receiver) over the chest and spins locally. During the spinning process, when the person along with the phone is facing a particular GPS signal source, this signal will be received without any blocking. When the person along with the phone is back facing the signal source, the human body will cause significant attenuation to the signal, which leads to a reduction in the received signal strength (RSS). By analyzing the fluctuation in RSS, we can estimate the AoA of the signal.

**Spoofer Implementation and Experiment Setups.** To demonstrate the rotational blockage effect, we implement the basic GPS spoofing attack by modifying open-source SDR-based GPS projects [10, 26, 36]. This spoofer contains four components: a HackRF One, a Raspberry Pi, a portable power bank, and an antenna. The size of the spoofer is small enough to be placed inside a lunchbox. HackRF One is a Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform, which is used to transmit the spoofing GPS signals. It comes with an SMA-interface omnidirectional antenna with a frequency range of 700~2700 MHZ that covers the civilian GPS band (1575.42 MHz). We use a 10000 mAh power bank as an energy source for the spoofer. A Raspberry Pi 3B (Quad-Core 1.2GHz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU, 1GB RAM) runs our core software for the spoofing attack. This HackRF based spoofer is sufficient for our attack implementation and experiments. While a more sophisticated (and expensive) spoofer might make the takeover more seamless, it does not add much value
The colored dots are measured CN0 values while solid curves do not overlap with each other. The left figure shows signals from 10 legitimate satellites. For simplicity, we plot and a higher value often results in more precise positioning. The unit of CN0 is dB-Hz, which is the ratio of received signal power to noise density (a standard metric for signal strength). The results are collected from an open-space CN0 field measurement. We report carrier-to-noise-density ratio (CN0), which are the Angle of Ephemeris (AoE) of these GPS satellites, which correspond to the ground-truth angle of satellites and are publicly available at [32]. We observe that (1) different satellites are located at different directions with respect to the receiver; and (2) fitted curves reach the peak value when facing satellites. Also, the results confirm that the blocking effect exists across satellites despite different elevation angles. For instance, during the time of the experiment, satellites ID-3 and ID-14 had an elevation angle of 27.2 degrees and 69.0 degrees, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the different design trade-offs, namely AoA-Diff, AoA-Dev, and CN0-Corr. Key notations are listed in Table 1.

5 Detection Methods for Basic Attack

Based on these intuitions, we next introduce our defense methods against basic attacks (where the attacker is not aware of the presence of any defense). There are several challenges to address to detect GPS spoofing signals. First, we need to overcome the noisy CN0 measurements of GPS signals (particularly when there are signal reflections from the nearby environment). Second, the detection needs to be efficient, considering most off-the-shelf chips have a low refresh rate to measure CN0. Below, we introduce three methods with different design trade-offs, namely AoA-Diff, AoA-Dev, and CN0-Corr. Key notations are listed in Table 1.

5.1 AoA-Diff Detection

The most intuitive detection method is to compare GPS signals’ Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) with the satellite ground-truth angles calculated from the Ephemeris Dataset (AoE). We called this method as AoA-Diff.

While intuitive, AoA-Diff has some practical challenges. First, it is difficult to always estimate AoA accurately in practice because GPS signals may be reflected by buildings and other surrounding surfaces. Second, to obtain the ground-truth AoE, the receiver needs to provide at least some coarse time and location in order to query the Ephemeris Dataset. While the time information can be obtained from the receiver’s internal clock, the location information may be more
challenging to obtain (given the device is under a spoofing attack). We assume a coarse-grained location (e.g., at the city level) is available.

Considering these challenges, we only treat AoA-Diff as a naive baseline. More specifically, given a satellite $s_i$, we first compute its AoA (i.e., $\text{aoa}_{s_i}$) based on CN0 measurements and then query the ground-truth satellite angle $\text{aoe}_{s_i}$. We then put all the satellites’ AoA and AoE into two separate vectors and then query the ground truth satellite angle $\text{aoe}_{s_i}$. We then put all the satellites’ AoA and AoE into two separate vectors and calculate their Euclidean distance. If the difference is greater than a threshold $T_{diff}$, we determine the GPS receiver is under spoofing. Later in Section 6.3, we will evaluate the performance of AoA-Diff in comparison with other proposed methods.

### 5.2 AoA-Dev Detection

Considering the limitations of AoA-Diff, we next design an AoA-Dev method that does not require accurate AoA estimation or precise AoE as the ground-truth. AoA-Dev is short for “AoA standard deviations”. The idea is based on the intuition that legitimate signals’ AoAs from different satellites are more widespread compared with spoofed signals. Even if there are reflections by nearby objects and buildings, the spoofed signals (from a single spoofer) are likely to be reflected towards similar directions. As such, analyzing the deviations of AoA can overcome the influence of environmental signal reflections.

As shown in Algorithm 1, we first estimate the AoAs of the received signals in lines 2–7. Given a satellite $s_i$, we take the CN0 measurement sequence $C_i$ and its corresponding receiver’s orientation angles $A$. This creates a CN0-to-Angle scatter plot (similar to the right figures in Figure 3). We then fit these points into a Sine wave curve. We consider the peak of the curve as the AoA of the GPS signal, denoted as $\text{aoa}_{s_i}$. Noted that the rotation angles $A$ are measured in real time by the receiver’s IMU sensors. Thus, our algorithm does not require the GPS receiver to rotate at a constant speed.

Given a set of estimated AoAs $\{\text{aoa}_{s_i}\}$, we then compute their standard deviation $\delta_{\text{AoA}}$ in line 8–9. Considering the elements in the set are angles, we need to compute the circular standard deviation [20]. For example, the difference between 1° and 359° should be 2° instead of 38°. Here, we map the elements in $\{\text{aoa}_{s_i}\}$ onto a unit circle and identify the minimal sized circular curve that covers all the AoAs in the set. Then we map each AoA to their corresponding position in $[0, 2\pi)$. After that, we can compute the standard deviation value, denoted as $\delta_{\text{AoA}}$. If $\delta_{\text{AoA}}$ is below the threshold $T_{dev}$, we determine the receiver is under spoofing attacks.

Since AoA-Dev is based on the standard deviation of AoAs, it is less sensitive to the inaccuracy of AoA estimations. Also, using standard deviation makes AoA-Dev less sensitive to the sensor biases/noises that may affect the measured rotation angles (i.e., azimuth $A$).

### 5.3 CN0-Corr Detection

The above method still needs to infer the AoAs of the received GPS signals, which requires the GPS receiver to rotate at least a full circle. The next method, called CN0-Corr, could potentially reduce the required CN0 measurements. CN0-Corr is based on the observation that CN0 measurements of spoofed signals from different satellites are more synchronized in time domain (see Figure 3b) compared to non-spoofing cases. We can capture this pattern by running a cross-correlation between the received signals as shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Algorithm 2, we compute the correlation coefficient of every pair of satellites’ CN0 time sequences.
6 Evaluation: Basic Spoofing Detection

To evaluate the proposed methods, we first implemented the prototype of the defense methods as a smartphone app. Then we used the app to perform real-world field experiments with the spoofer we built in Section 4.

6.1 Smartphone Prototype

We implemented the detection schemes in an Android app. The app is used as a proof-of-concept for evaluation — it is possible to implement the defenses in other ways (more discussions are in Section 10). We implemented the data collection and AoA analysis parts based on an open-source GnsLogger framework [15]. The app has been tested over multiple phone models, including Xiaomi MIX2 (Android 8.0, Snapdragon 835, supporting GPS L1 Band), Xiaomi Mi8 (Android 8.1, Broadcom BCM47755 chip, supporting GPS L1 and L5 bands), and Xiaomi Redmi Note 7 (Android 9.0, Snapdragon 660, supporting GPS L1 Band).

The app collects both GNSS measurements from GPS sensors and position sensor data from the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetic sensors using the system APIs. We first filter out invalid GNSS measurements by verifying their tracking state (i.e., the signals must be locked, and TOW decoded). Then we extract AoE and CN0 readings for each satellite. The phone’s azimuth readings are derived from position sensor data and are paired with CN0 readings according to the timestamp.

6.2 Experiment Setup

In the field experiment, a victim phone was placed at a fixed location to perform rotation. The defense app was running on the phone to collect the GNSS measurements and azimuth reading. The rotation speed of the victim phone was about 12 seconds per rotation cycle (on average). Recall that our algorithms do not require the receiver to rotate at a constant speed, and thus the rotation speed does not need to be perfectly controlled. The rotation duration for each experiment was set to at least 30 seconds (rotating about 2.5 cycles). Empirically, this is more than sufficient for AoA analysis to converge—we rotated a bit longer than needed to gather extra data points to experiment with different parameters. The distance between the victim phone and the spoofer ranged from 1 to 15 meters, and the elevation angle of the spoofer ranged from 10 to 30 degrees. By default, the spoofer set the victim’s spoofing location to a nearby town, which was about 11 km away from the true location.

Blocking Materials. To evaluate the impact of different blocking materials, we consider two different types:

- **Human Body**: The phone is held by a researcher in front of the researcher’s chest. The human body is acting as the blocking material.

- **Metal**: We use a 33cm × 36cm 176 layered aluminum foil sheet and attach it to one side of the phone.

The reason for testing metal-based shield is to set up the groundwork for implementing the defense for other systems beyond smartphones (e.g., automobiles and ships). The material should have enough blockage effect on GPS signals, and

### ALGORITHM 2: CN0-Corr Algorithm

| Input: \( G, T_{corr} \) |
| Output: \( \text{ SpoofFlag } \) |

1. **Initialization**: \( R \leftarrow 0, \ timeWindow = \{1,2,\ldots,N\} \)
2. **Preprocessing**: Obtain \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_M\}, C_M = [c_{1i}, c_{2i}, \ldots, c_{Ni}] \) from GNSS measurements \( G \)
3. **for** \( i, j = 1 \)** \( M \) **do**
4.   **Measure normalized cross correlation between \( s_i \) and \( s_j \)**,
5.   \( R_{i,j} = XCorr(C_s, C_{s,j}) \)
6. **end for**
7. **Calculate combined correlation coefficient**,
   \( r = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} R_{i,j} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_{i,i} \)
8. **if** \( r > T_{corr} \)** then
9.   \( \text{ SpoofFlag } = \text{ True } \)
10. **else**
11.   \( \text{ SpoofFlag } = \text{ False } \)
12. **end**
13. **return** \( \text{ SpoofFlag } \)

Figure 4: Correlation coefficients between normalized CN0-Time sequences from different satellites in spoofing and non-spoofing scenarios. Lines of different colors represent different satellites. Note that 4b has the same number of lines as 4a but the lines are overlapped with each other.

Then we map the pair-wised values into a matrix \( R \), where each element \( R_{i,j} \) indicates the similarity between signal \( s_i \) and signal \( s_j \). To estimate the overall similarity, we add up all the \( R_{i,j} \) except for the diagonal element \( R_{i,i} \), and normalize the summation by the number of satellite \( M \) to get the combined correlation coefficient \( r \). If \( r \) is larger than the threshold \( T_{corr} \), we regard the receiver is under spoofing attacks.

The amount of data required for CN0-Corr is small because this method does not require users to rotate one or multiple full circles to estimate the correlation. In addition, this method does not need sensors to report rotation angle, and thus is less susceptible to sensor noises.
should not affect the magnetic field if a compass is used to obtain orientation data. Aluminum foil satisfies both requirements. To make the metal spin together with the phone, we use a bookend as the support and place them together on a plastic turntable. A picture for the metal blockage setup is shown in Figure 20 in the Appendix.

In both cases, the back of the smartphone is attached to the shield with the screen facing out.

**Testing Environments.** To evaluate the methods in different scenarios, we have two testing environments:

- **Open Air (OA):** An outdoor place with no building or obstacle nearby. The GPS signals are strong which are not blocked or reflected by surrounding buildings.

- **Urban Canyon (UC):** An outdoor place surrounded by tall buildings, where the GPS signals are relatively weaker than those in open air. The signals are easily blocked or reflected by the wall.

**Ethics and Legal Considerations.** Considering the potential harms of GPS spoofing, outdoor experiments with real spoofers are strictly prohibited by the authors' institution as well as the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) regulations. To ensure the experiment ethics and legality, we have the following setups. First, only the non-spoofing experiments were conducted outdoor in the true "open air" and "urban canyon" environments. Second, for the spoofing experiments where we run the actual spoofer, we created indoor environments that have similar radio propagation features for “open air” and “urban canyon”. More specifically, the spoofing experiments for open air setting took place in an anechoic chamber which is a room where RF absorbers are attached to the wall. These absorbers can significantly reduce the signal reflections from the environment, which enable us to simulate an open air environment far away from buildings [38, 51]. A picture of the chamber room is shown in Figure 19 in the Appendix. All spoofing experiments in the urban canyon setting were conducted in a large underground room with multiple large metal panels to emulate the strong multipath effect on GPS signals.

### 6.3 Evaluation Results

We conducted the experiments in four different settings: open air with a human body as the shield (OA-H), urban canyon with a human body as the shield (UC-H), open air with the metal shield (OA-M), and urban canyon with the metal shield (UC-M). In each setting, we collect data under 40 repeated non-spoofing experiments and 40 repeated simple-spoofing experiments. As stated above, the non-spoofing cases were set up in outdoor environments, and the spoofing cases were set up in lab-created indoor environments (for ethical and legal reasons).

![ROC curve for the detection of basic spoofing attacks. The best performance points are marked out with a diamond sign. The corresponding threshold values are marked out in the figures.](image-url)

**Detection Accuracy.** The main experiment results are presented in Figure 5. We plot the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve where the x-axis shows the false positive rate (FPR) and the y-axis shows the true positive rate (TPR). Here, we treat the spoofing cases as the “positive” cases. The ROC curve shows the trade-off between FPR and TPR under different threshold values of the detection algorithms.

First, we observe that AoA-Dev and CN0-Corr can accurately detect spoofing signals for all the four settings. Specifically, CN0-Corr can achieve a 1.0 true positive rate and 0 false positive rate in all settings. AoA-Dev can obtain the same performance in the open air environment, in Urban canyon environment, it can achieve a true positive rate of 0.90.

Second, we find AoA-Diff does not perform well, especially in the Urban Canyon (UC) environment. The problem is AoA-diff suffers from the multipath effect in Urban Canyon. More specifically, AoA-Diff requires accurately estimating the angle of arrival. In Urban Canyon, the GPS signals are either blocked or reflected by buildings. The multipath effect changes the legitimate GPS signals’ AoAs, which leads to a higher false positive rate. On contrary, AoA-Dev and CN0-Corr rely on statistical comparisons among different satellites, which are more robust against the multipath effect.

Given the experiment results (and AoA-Diff’s requirement for obtaining AoEs, see Section 5.1), we will no longer con-
7 Adaptive Attack

So far, we show that our defense methods are effective on the basic attack. Next, we investigate the adaptive attack given the attacker is aware of the defense methods.

At the high level, the basic attack is detectable because the spoofed GPS signals have the same AoA. This not only allows us to detect the spoofing attack, but also potentially reveals the direction of the spoofer (to localize the spoofer or null the spoofing signal). To mitigate this artifact, the attacker can actively modulate the spoofing signals to mimic those of different satellites during the receiver rotation process, i.e., running an adaptive attack. Our threat model for the adaptive attack is similar to before: the attacker operates a single spoofer and has no direct access or visibility to the internal software/hardware of the GPS receiver.

Figure 8 gives an example of how the adaptive attack could modulate the spoofing signals to mimic the legitimate ones. The modulation requires knowing the GPS satellites’ AoEs, the exact rotation speed, and the initial facing angle of the target GPS receiver. Among these parameters, the satellites’ AoEs are easily available given they are public knowledge. However, the attacker will need to guess the rotation speed and the initial facing angle of GPS device. In practice, the defender can arbitrarily set the rotation speed and the initial facing angle. More importantly, the defender can even change the rotation speed in real-time. Given the attacker has no physical access to the GPS device, it is difficult for the attacker to know the precise speed of rotation and adapt the modulation in real time when the rotation speed changes. Essentially, the rotation speed can serve as a “secret key” that the attacker needs to guess.

Given a satellite, the attacker needs to first compute the shape of the CN0 curve (i.e., the Sine curve) based on the angle between the target GPS receiver and the satellite (AoE). The attacker needs to know the initial facing angle of the receiver to set the starting phase of the curve. Then the attacker sets the frequency of the curve based on the rotation speed. In addition to the phases, the power amplitudes of different satellites’ signals should be different. A satellite with a higher elevation $\phi_{el}$ would have a lower amplitude variance (given the GPS receiver spins horizontally). This is because the shield will have a weaker blocking effect on their signals. Finally, the distance between the satellite and the receiver also matters. A higher distance leads to a lower peak CN0 value.

With the above consideration, an attacker can mimic the GPS signal for satellite $s_i$. We denote this spoofed signal’s strength as $S_i(t)$ which needs to be changed with $t$ during the rotation process. More specifically:

$$S_i(t) = [A_i \cdot \cos(\omega_i \cdot t + \gamma_i) + D_i]L_i(t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $L_i(t)$ is the basic spoofing signal strength. Symbols $\omega_i$, $\gamma_i$, $A_i$ and $D_i$ are the frequency, phase, amplitude, and the mean signal strength that the adaptive spoofer uses to control.
Figure 8: An example of the adaptive spoofing attack. To produce the modulated spoofing signals, the amplitude and phase are altered through time based on the attacker’s knowledge of the receiver’s initial facing angle, rotational speed, and also satellite angle of arrival (AoE). Each line represents the spoofed signal from one satellite.

the spoofing signal patterns. To mimic the legitimate signals, the spoofer can make $A_i$, $\gamma_i$, and $D_i$ functions of satellite elevation, azimuth angle, and distance to the GPS receiver.

We implement this adaptive GPS spoofing attack by modifying the software prototype from Section 4. Instead of generating signals with constant power, the adaptive spoofer changes the signal power in real time according to pre-specified initial facing angle, rotational speed, and the satellites’ positions. It renews power every 0.02 seconds (higher than the GPS receiver’s 10Hz sampling rate). The goal is to make sure the received signals by the GPS receiver remain smooth without abrupt transitions.

8 Detection Methods for Adaptive Attack

To detect the adaptive attack, in this section, we develop advanced detection methods based on the observation that the rotation speed of a GPS receiver is inherently a secret that can be dynamically changed by the defender. Incorrect guesses of the rotation speed or the receiver’s real-time facing angle could lead to inauthentic signal patterns. Based on this intuition, we designed two methods to derive signals’ AoAs from CN0 measurements to detect the adaptive attack.

8.1 Method 1: Average over Rotation Cycles

The first method is to simply take the CNO measurements at different rotation angles and average them over a large number of rotation rounds. As shown in Figure 10b, the spoofing signals from the adaptive spoofer will be eventually “synchronized”, leading to similar fitting curves. This might be counter-intuitive considering the adaptive attacker is already simulating different spoofing signals for different satellites (e.g., with different amplitude and phase modulations). Below, we first explain the insights from the high-level and then demonstrate the reasoning mathematically.

High-level Intuitions. Recall that we assume the attacker needs to guess the rotation speed of the GPS receiver to modulate the GPS signal for each satellite. An incorrect guess means the modulated signal will not fully synchronize with the rotation process. The received GPS signal is essentially the product of the rotation effect and the attacker’s modulation. For a given angle, we can measure the GPS signal strength (CNO) during each rotation round. Because the modulation is not fully synchronized with the rotation, at each round, the receiver will end up sampling at (slightly) different phases of the modulated signal. As a result, after sampling over a large number of rotation rounds, the modulation effect will be canceled out. In this case, the final fitting curve will be dominated by the frequency of the rotation, which is the same curve for all the satellites. By examining the final curves, we can reveal the true AoA of the spoofing signals.

Figure 10 shows an example. Figure 10b shows that if the attacker incorrectly guesses the rotation speed, the final fittings of different satellites will be “synchronized” due to the phase cancellation over a large number of rounds. Even though the CNO measurements are not in a perfect Sine shape, using Sine curves to fit these dots will get synchronized results. Figure 10a shows an unrealistic case where the attacker knows the exact rotating speed and initial phase. The attacker modulates the GPS signals that perfectly synchronize with the rotation. In this case, the CNO measurement at each angle will always be sampled from a particular modulated phase. Without the cancellation effect, the final fitting
curves will be different for each satellite (like legitimate GPS signals).

**Mathematical Proof.** We denote the GPS receiver’s gain for a GPS signal $s_i$ as $G_i(\theta_i, \phi_i)$, where $\phi_i$ is the angle between orientation of the receiver and the satellite; $\theta_i$ is the satellite $s_i$’s elevation angle in the sky as illustrated in Figure 9. Note that $G_i(\theta_i, \phi_i)$ is a periodic function, which can be mathematically expressed as

$$G_i(\theta, \phi) = G_i(\theta, \phi + 2\pi k) \quad \text{for any integer } k \geq 0. \quad (2)$$

Consider that we rotate the GPS receiver horizontally so that only azimuth angle changes with time during the rotation process. If the GPS receiver receives legitimate GPS signals, the signal strength of a GPS signal $i$ denoted as $A_i$, can be expressed as:

$$A_i(\Delta) = G_i(\theta_i, \phi_i + \Delta)L_i,$$  

where $\Delta$ is the change in rotation angle and is a function of time $t$. $L_i$ is the GPS signal’s strength at the receiver’s position, and we assume $L_i$ is stable during the rotation process. After $n$ rounds of rotation, divide $A_i$ measurements into $n$ sections of length $2\pi$ based on the corresponding rotation angle. The average of $A_i$ over a rotation angle $\Delta$ across all these sections, denoted as $\bar{A}_i$, has the following property:

$$\bar{A}_i(\Delta) = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{n} A_i(\Delta + 2\pi k)}{n} = G_i(\theta_i, \phi_i + \Delta)L_i, \forall \Delta \in [0, 2\pi).$$  

(4)

It can be observed that for legitimate GPS signals, since a GPS satellite $i$’s signal comes from a different angle compared with GPS satellite $j$’s signal, $\phi_i$ are different from $\phi_j$, which results in a different $G_i$ variation pattern.

Now consider the case when the GPS receiver is rotating horizontally under adaptive attack by a single spoofer at a position $\theta$. The $i$th spoofing signal’s received signal strength, denoted as $A_i'$, can be expressed as:

$$A_i'(\Delta) = G_i(\theta, \phi + \Delta)S_i(t_\Delta),$$  

(5)

where $S_i(t)$ is the spoofing signal at time $t$ and $t_\Delta$ is the time when the receiver rotates $\Delta$ angle. Note that since it is a single spoofer case, $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the same across all spoofed signals.

After $n$ rounds of rotation, divide $A_i'$ measurements into $n$ sections of length $2\pi$ by the corresponding rotation angle. According to (1) and (5), the average of $A_i'$ for a particular $\Delta$ across all these sections, denoted as $\bar{A}_i'(\Delta)$, can be expressed by:

$$\bar{A}_i'(\Delta) = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{n} A_i'(\Delta + 2\pi k)}{n} = \frac{G_i(\theta_i, \phi + \Delta)L_i}{n} \sum_{k=0}^{n} \cos(\omega t_\Delta + 2\pi k + \gamma_k)$$  

$$+ G_i(\theta_i, \phi + \Delta)D_iL_i, \forall \Delta \in [0, 2\pi)$$  

(7)

Consider the GPS receiver’s rotation speed as $\upsilon$, then $t_{\Delta + 2\pi k} = \Delta/\upsilon + 2\pi k/\upsilon$. As long as $\omega_i/\upsilon$ does not equal an integer, $\sum_{k=0}^{n} \cos(\omega t_\Delta + 2\pi k + \gamma_k) \approx 0$. Thus, (7) can be approximated to:

$$\bar{A}_i'(\Delta) \approx \bar{A}_i(D/\upsilon + \Delta)D_iL_i \quad (8)$$

Comparison of the mathematical expressions (4) and (8) reveals two facts. First, as long as the adversary cannot perfectly synchronize its modulation frequency $\omega$ with the true rotation speed of the GPS receiver, the mean received signal strength at a particular rotation angle (i.e., $\bar{A}_i'$) over a large enough number of rotation rounds (i.e., a large $n$) becomes independent of the spoofer’s modulation on the phase and amplitude of the spoofed signal. Second, the variations of $\bar{A}_i'$ of different spoofed signals are highly synchronized because they have the same $\theta$ and $\phi$. For legitimate GPS signals, the different spoofed signals are highly synchronized because they have the same $\theta$ and $\phi$.

### 8.2 Method 2: Spectrum Analysis

The second method is to directly perform a spectrum analysis on the CN0 measurements. The intuition is that, given the CN0 measurements over multiple rotation rounds to the corresponding angles. Then we fit the Sine curve to derive AoAs (see Figure 10b). With AoAs, we can simply apply the AoA-Dev method developed in Section 5 for spoofing detection.

$$G \approx M \cos(\upsilon t + \phi_i) + C,$$  

(9)

where $\upsilon$ is the rotation speed, $\phi_i$ is the angle between the orientation of the receiver and the satellite $s_i$, $M$ is the amplitude and $C$ is the mean of $G$. The value of $M$ is set based on the material’s blockage effect. The better the blockage effect is, the higher $M$ will be. For legitimate signals, combining (9) with (1) and (3), we have:

$$A_i(\Delta) = L_iM[\cos(\upsilon t + \phi_i) + C],$$  

(10)

which has only one peak at frequency $\upsilon$. 


For the adaptive spoofing signals, combining (9) with (1) and (5), we have

$$A'_i(\Delta) = (M \cos(\omega t + \varphi_i) + C)[A_i \cdot \cos(\omega_i \cdot t + \gamma_i) + D_i]L_i(t)$$

$$= L_i \frac{MA_i}{2} \cos((\omega + \omega_i)t + \varphi_i) + \frac{MA_i}{2} \cos((\omega - \omega_i)t + \varphi_i - \gamma_i) + MD_i \cos(\omega t + \varphi_i) + CA_i \cos(\omega_i t + \gamma_i) + CD_i$$

(11)

The above expression reveals two insights. First, a spectrum analysis on $A'_i$ will reveal four peaks at four frequencies: $f_r + f_m, f_r - f_m, f_r$ and $f_m$ (we denote the rotation frequency $f_r := \frac{\omega}{2\pi}$ and modulation frequency $f_m := \frac{\omega_i}{2\pi}$). Second, the spectrum analysis will also reveal phases at these four frequencies. Among them, phase $\varphi$ at frequency $f_r$ is especially critical since $\varphi_i$ is the initial angle between the azimuth of the receiver and the satellite $i$. The AoA of the signal can be obtained by $a_1 - \varphi_i$, where $a_1$ is the GPS receiver’s initial facing angle recorded by the smartphone’s IMU sensors.

Figure 11 shows an example of the spectrum analysis results (Spectrum Magnitude and Phase) on CN0 field measurements for an adaptive attack. In this example, the rotation frequency $f_r$ is 0.125 Hz and the adversary’s modulation frequency $f_m$ is 0.0625 Hz. Since $f_r + f_m$ and $f_r - f_m$ both happen to be 0.0625 Hz, the peak at $f_r - f_m$ overlaps with the peak at $f_m$ in the figure. Another peak at frequency $f_r$ is very visible in the figure. Note that the peak supposed to be present at $f_r + f_m$ (0.1875 Hz) is not obvious because the coefficient $\frac{MA_i}{2}$ at $f_r + f_m$ is approximately $\frac{1}{16}$ of the coefficient $MD_i$ at $f_r$ due to our $A_i, D_i, M, C$ parameter settings in this experiment.

Nevertheless, the takeaway is that spoofing signals will produce multiple peaks in the spectrum domain in addition to the peak at the rotation frequency $f_r$. More importantly, Figure 11 shows the phases of different satellites’ signals at the rotation frequency $f_r$ are the same (i.e., $\varphi$), indicating that these signals share the same AoA (hence they are spoofed). We can use the initial facing angle ($a_1$) to obtain AoA as $a_1 - \varphi_i$. Then we can apply the AoA-Dev method developed in Section 5 for spoofing detection. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3 in the Appendix.

### 9 Evaluation: Adaptive Spoofing Detection

In the following, we first evaluate the adaptive spoofer against the basic defense methods developed in Section 5 to show the effectiveness of adaptive attacks. Then we apply the advanced defense methods proposed in Section 8 and examine their performance against adaptive attacks. If not otherwise stated, the rotation speed of the receiver is around 0.1 Hz. As mentioned before, we do not need to perfectly control the rotation speed since our detection algorithms do not depend on it. In this experiment, the guessed rotation speed by the adaptive spoofer is 0.125 Hz. We also feed the adaptive spoofer with the correct initial facing angle.

**Adaptive Spoofing vs. Basic Detection.** Recall that in Section 6.3, we have shown that the basic methods AoA-Dev and CN0-Corr can accurately detect the basic spoofing signals within one rotation cycle (8 seconds). Here, we further test AoA-Dev and CN0-Corr against the adaptive spoofer that customizes the modulation of the signals for each satellite. The result is presented in Figure 12. Due to space limit, we only show the result for the OA-H setting. Other settings have similar outcomes and thus results are omitted for brevity.

The result in Figure 12 confirms that the basic methods are no longer effective against the adaptive spoofer. The area under the ROC is close to 0.5, which means the detection is close to a random guess. This result confirms the effective implementation of adaptive spoofing.

**Adaptive Spoofing vs. Advanced Detection.** Next, we evaluate the advanced methods against adaptive spoofer. We recall both Average Over Rotation Cycles (AORC) and the Spectrum Analysis (SA) are used to estimate the spoofer’s AoA. With the AoA, we then run AoA-Dev to perform the detection. We call the two methods “AORC-Dev” and “SA-Dev” respectively. We perform the experiments under both open air (OA) and urban canyon (UC) environments using two different types of shields. Since the advanced methods, especially AORC, need more time to compute AoAs by
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Canyon, SA-Dev’s performance is still acceptable with a true positive rate of 0.8 and a false positive rate of 0.05.

This is likely due to the fact that the metal sheet is very sensitive to the guessing errors of the adaptive spoofer. Given our methods can provide a rough estimation of AoAs (both basic and advanced methods), the information can be further used to localize the spoofer. For example, the defender can conduct AoA measurements at two different locations and then perform triangulation to obtain the spoofer’s location. However, this method may suffer from AoA estimation errors. Another idea is to perform AoA-guided navigation to locate the spoofer via multiple steps. Due to space limits, we

We have two key observations. First, both AORC-Dev and SA-Dev methods work well in an open air (OA) environment. When the human body is used as the shield, AORC-Dev and SA-Dev can achieve true positive rates of 1.0 and 0.95, respectively, with 0 false positives. Comparing the two types of shields, we observe the metal sheet has a slight performance decline. This is likely due to the fact that the metal sheet is thinner and smaller than a human body.

Second, SA-Dev works better than AORC-Dev in the Urban Canyon (UC) environment. SA-Dev derives AoA from spectrum analysis based on phase, which is likely more robust against the multipath effect compared with the direct AoA estimation in the time domain (AORC-Dev). In the urban canyon, SA-Dev’s performance is still acceptable with a true positive rate of 0.8 and a false positive rate of 0.05.

**Detection Speed.** For AORC-Dev and SA-Dev methods, we further analyze their detection speed, by setting different measurement rotation duration. The results are shown in Figure 14. We find that both methods need about 70 seconds to converge to a steady accuracy. The time required to detect the adaptive attack is longer than that of the basic attack (in comparison with Figure 6). The reason is that we need to rotate the device for enough cycles to derive AoAs.

**Sensitivity to Guessing Errors.** Finally, we briefly evaluate the impact of the attacker’s guessing errors. Recall that the attacker needs to guess the rotation speed of the GPS spoofer (even with the correct initial facing angle). Here, we examine the impact of guessing errors. Guessing error $\Delta f$ is the difference between the GPS receiver’s real rotation speed and the guessed one by the spoofer (measured in Hz). In this experiment, we configure the attacker-guessed value $f$ as $0.125$ Hz. Then we change the rotation speed of the GPS spoofer dynamically. Figure 15 shows the impact of $\Delta f$ on the detection performance. We find that when the guessing error is above 0.05 Hz, the detection accuracy remains high for both methods. Even if the attackers have guessed the rotation speed accurately (e.g., with an error between 0.01Hz – 0.05Hz), the detection performance only has a small decline. Overall, our detection methods are not very sensitive to the guessing errors of the adaptive spoofer.

**10 Discussion**

**10.1 Spoofer Localization**

Given our methods can provide a rough estimation of AoAs (both basic and advanced methods), the information can be further used to localize the spoofer. For example, the defender can conduct AoA measurements at two different locations and then perform triangulation to obtain the spoofer’s location. However, this method may suffer from AoA estimation errors. Another idea is to perform AoA-guided navigation to locate the spoofer via multiple steps. Due to space limits, we
presented our experiments in Appendix A. The experiments shown promising results (e.g., we are able to localize the spoofer within 10 meters).

10.2 Multi-spoofers Scenario

Our threat model assumes the attacker has only one spoofer to transmit signals from one direction. For dedicated attackers, in theory, they can position multiple spoofers at exactly the same angles of all available satellites (one spoofer per satellite), to potentially disrupt our defense methods. However, such an attack is difficult to realize in practice. First, the attacker needs to purchase a large number of spoofers (close to the number of available satellites). Second, all the spoofers need to be precisely synchronized (e.g., at the nanosecond level [2]) to avoid discrepancies in their signal time. Third, the spoofers also need to constantly adjust their positions to align the angles when the victim GPS device is on the move (which is expected during the navigation scenarios for vehicles, drones, and ships). This further complicates the attack given the difficulty of coordinating the precise movements of multiple (often more than 10) spoofers in real-time while ensuring they remain stealthy.

Attack Setup. To understand the multi-spoofers attack, we present a supplemental experiment. This experiment is based on a trace-driven simulation rather than real-world multi-spoofers deployments. This is again due to the ethical and legal constraints (as discussed in Section 6.2) that prevent us from running real spoofers in an open space. Our anechoic chamber is not big enough to support experimenting with multiple real spoofers (e.g., 10 spoofers). We relax some of the constraints and emulate a more practical multi-spoofers attack. We assume the attacker owns n spoofers. Instead of coordinating their precise positions and movements in real-time, we assume the attacker randomly position these spoofers on a circle around the target GPS device. We simulate this attack under the OA–H setting, based on the real-world GPS traces collected from both spoofing and non-spoofing experiments (Section 6). We keep the non-spoofing traces unchanged; For the spoofing traces, we shift the azimuth value (i.e., angle) of the single-directional spoofing signals to n random values, which creates/emulates n spoofers. We use the 30-second traces and evaluate the multi-spoofers attack against our detection methods.

Observations. We find that the multi-spoofers attack is indeed stronger than a single-spoofers attack. Figure 16a shows the performance of the AoA-Dev method. We observe that the AoA-Dev method can sustain at most n = 3 spoofers. When n is increased to 4, the detection accuracy is significantly decreased. This is expected, since AoA-Dev detects spoofing based on the standard deviation of AoAs of different satellites. When multiple spoofers are physically positioned at different angles, the standard deviation of AoAs will be significantly increased (which misleads the detector).

In the meantime, we also evaluate the multi-spoofers attack against an improved version of AoA-Dev. The idea is to combine the AoA-Dev algorithm (Section 5.2) with the AoA-Diff algorithm (Section 5.1). We call this method as “AoA-Combo”. Intuitively, while multi-spoofers attack may increase the standard deviation of AoAs, the difference between AoAs and AoEs would still exist. Note that both AoA-Dev and AoA-Diff produce an angular value (in degrees) as the output. AoA-Combo simply takes the output angle of AoA-Diff subtracting the output angle of AoA-dev (i.e., AoA-Diff - AoA-Dev). The detection result of AoA-Combo is shown in Figure 16b. The performance of AoA-Combo is better, with a true positive rate of 0.86, and a false positive rate of 0.05 under 10 spoofers.

The results show that our methods have some level of resilience against multiple spoofers. We leave more in-depth studies of multi-spoofers attacks to future work.

10.3 Applicable Scenarios and Limitations

Working with other GNSS. Our methods are mainly evaluated against GPS spoofing attacks. The same idea can be extended to the civilian bands of other Global Navigation Satellite Systems such as GLONASS, Beidou, and Galileo. Other wireless communication techniques that require multiple over-the-air sources (such as the transition zone of cellular networks) can leverage this idea to detect spoofing too.

Possible Deployment Scenarios. Our smartphone implementation is primarily used to examine the idea’s feasibility. We have not fully explored the design space yet. For example, one of our prototypes relies on human body as the shield. This prototype can be further improved, e.g., by taking advantage of the GPS sensors in wearable devices such as smartwatches and smart necklaces. With wearable devices, we may leverage the blocking effect caused by natural human movements.

The experiments with the metal shield (Section 6.3) also suggest other design possibilities. For example, we may build a mechanical gadget that automatically rotates a GPS receiver along with a metal plank. Such a gadget can be used in
moving vehicles or stationary infrastructures that need GPS services. The rotation motion of the gadget can be powered either electrically or through natural forces (e.g., wind force propelling a pinwheel-like structure). We defer the design of such mechanical gadgets to future work.

Applicability to More Advanced GPS Chipsets. The smartphones we used all have a refresh rate of 1Hz for the GPS reading. Such a low refresh rate limits our speed of detection as it takes time to collect CN0 measurements. Note that many GPS chipsets in the market can have a refresh rate of 10Hz. We expect that our scheme can detect spoofing attacks even faster for these more advanced GPS chipsets.

Other Adaptive Attack Strategies. In addition to the adaptive attack method discussed in Section 7, attackers may come up with other strategies. For example, attackers may choose to spoof a subset of satellites instead of all of them. The idea is to let the victim device receive both spoofed and legitimate GPS signals, and thus disrupt our detection scheme (e.g., AoA-Dev). This adaptive strategy, however, is difficult to realize in practice. First, to avoid any suspicion caused by abrupt changes in GPS time estimation, spoofer must maintain both precise time synchronization and phase coordination between the spoofed and real signals. Then, even if this challenging requirement is met, the attacker would face two situations: (1) If the attacker lets the legitimate signals dominate, the victim will no longer calculate the desired fake location. This is because GPS devices typically have satellite selection algorithms that automatically exclude “outliers”. Such algorithms are implemented differently among vendors (i.e., it is difficult to engineer a universally effective attack). (2) If the attacker lets spoofed signals dominate, our detection method can still work since the AoAs of the majority of the satellites would still be clustered around similar angles.

Other Limitations. Our experiment setups also have limitations. Due to FCC rules and regulations, we only conducted non-spoofing experiments in the outdoor environments and limited our spoofing experiments to indoor. It is possible the indoor setup cannot perfectly mimic the open air and urban canyon environments.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a GPS anti-spoofing framework for off-the-shelf GPS chipsets. This allows our spoofing detection methods to be backward compatible with a large number of existing GPS devices. By rotating the GPS receiver, we create a blocking effect that allows us to estimate the signals’ angle-of-arrival (AoA) to facilitate spoofing detection. We demonstrate the robustness and the efficiency of the detection schemes under both basic and adaptive spoofing attacks. We also discuss other potential application scenarios of the detection methods beyond our current prototypes.
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With the ability to estimate AoA of GPS signals, we can infer the location of the spoofer with additional analysis. A naive approach is to perform rotation from at least two different locations. Then we use the estimated AoAs to locate the spoofer by simple triangulation. However, this naive approach is highly dependent on the accurate AoA estimation, which can be error-prone especially under spoofing conditions. Instead, we perform AoA-guided navigation (an adaptation of [43, 57]) to locate the spoofer.

### Table 2: Minimum, maximum, and average values of AoA error from different methods in open-air with human blockage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Attack - Fitting</td>
<td>1.4°</td>
<td>21.4°</td>
<td>10.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Attack - SA</td>
<td>3.0°</td>
<td>31.7°</td>
<td>15.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Attack - Fitting</td>
<td>6.9°</td>
<td>66.1°</td>
<td>29.6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Attack - SA</td>
<td>12.6°</td>
<td>152.6°</td>
<td>62.3°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 18: Simulation Result of gradient-based localization Method, moving step $d = 10m$, stop threshold $c = 10m$

### Evaluation: Direction Derivation.

The localization depends on an accurate estimation of AoA. We first evaluate the accuracy of AoA inference. We considered both the basic attack and the adaptive attack. We examine two methods to derive AoAs: sine-wave fitting (Section 5.1) and frequency analysis (Section 8.2). The derived AoAs are used to compare with ground-truth AoAs to calculate the AoA error (i.e., the absolute difference between the two angles). Table 2 shows the AoA errors for the OAH setting. These observations suggest that a simple triangulation of AoAs cannot accurately locate the spoofer.

From Table 2, we observe that (1) the sine-wave fitting method work better than the FA method on deriving AoAs; (2) the sine-wave fitting method is able to get basic spoofing signals’ AoAs accurately with an average error of 10.5° but it is more difficult to estimate AoAs under adaptive attacks (with an average error of 29.6°).

### Figure 17: Illustration of the spoofer localization algorithm.

The basic idea is demonstrated in Figure 17. At an initial location $T_1$, the GPS receiver spins locally to obtain an AoA $\text{AoA}_1$, then we move toward the AoA direction for a certain distance $d$ and arrive at $T_2$. After that, the receiver spins again and repeat the above steps until the spoofer is within view. During the process, we leverage the build-in IMU sensors in the smartphone to measure the moving distance $d$ based on an existing method [23].
fitting method to derive the AoA and repeat steps in the AoA-guided navigation method to locate the spoofer. Once the GPS receiver is close enough to the spoofer (less than c meters), the simulation is terminated as the spoofer is within view. We record the number of steps it takes to locate the spoofer. In an ideal situation where AoA error is 0, the number of steps should be closed to $L/d$ (where $d$ is the moving distance per step). Both AoA error and walking distance measurement errors are modeled by a normal distribution (the mean and standard deviation is set based on our measured data).

The experiment results are shown in Figure 18. We set the spoofing signals to be generated by a basic attack and the sine-wave fitting method will be used to derive AoA. Then we set the moving distance $d$ to 10m, the threshold distance for stopping searching $c$ to 10m, and changes the $L$ from 20m to 100m. For each setting, 1000 simulations are performed and the distribution of required steps is plotted as blue box plots in Figure 18. The orange line connects the average value of steps in each setting. Our observation is that as $L$ changes from 20m to 100m, the value of required steps for locating the spoofer centralized in the range of $[L/d - 1, L/d + 1]$ which is closed to the results from the ideal situation where AoA error is 0. These results suggest that the multi-step navigation helps to rectify the AoA inference errors and converge to the spoofer location.

B Appendix: Other Supporting Materials

We put other supplementary materials in this section. Figure 19 and Figure 20 are photos of our experiment setups. Figure 21 shows the Radiation Pattern of an omnidirectional dipole antenna with a metal plate as the blocking material. With the blocking material, the Radiation Pattern can effectively mimic that of a directional antenna. Algorithm 3 shows the detailed process of the Spectrum Analysis (SA) based spoofing detection method. The SA method is used to detect adaptive spoofing attacks.

![Figure 19: Anechoic chamber used for testing](image)

**ALGORITHM 3: Spectrum Analysis**

Input: $G$
Output: AoA
1: Initialization: $AoA \leftarrow \emptyset$
2: $timewindow = \{1, 2, ..., N\}$
3: Preprocessing: Obtain $f_r, S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_M\}, C_s = [c_{1s}, c_{2s}, ..., c_{Ns}]$ and $A = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_N]$ from GNSS measurements $G$
4: for each satellite $s_i$ do
5: $X_s(f) = FFT(C_s)$
6: Get phase from the rotation frequency $f_r$: $phase_s = getAngle(X_s(f_r))$
7: $aoa_s = a_1 - phase_s$
8: $AoA = append(AoA, aoa_s)$
9: end for
10: return $AoA$

![Figure 20: Metal blockage experiment setup](image)

![Figure 21: Radiation Pattern of an omnidirectional dipole antenna that is placed $< \lambda/4$ away from a metal plate, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength and is around 19cm for GPS signal](image)